
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a network implementation. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for network implementation

Manage the implementation / testing / configuration of ARINC Global
Network (AGN) customer links and core network systems, , routers, switches,
firewalls, and Telco services
Establishes networking environment by implementation system configuration
Tracking Budget Expenses, Project Management, Problem Solving, LAN
Knowledge, Proxy Servers, Networking Knowledge, Network Design and
Implementation, Network Troubleshooting, Network Hardware
Configuration, Network Performance Tuning, People Management
Bachelor’s degree in Project Management, Finance, Computer Science or
Engineering
Project Management skills and experience managing and driving complex,
high dollar, high visibility projects
Persuasive Communication Skills – Highly refined and successful verbal and
written communications skilled are required
Ability to present ideas in a logical, compelling manner in both small and
large group settings
Knowledge of Siterra and Site Tracker
Ability make decisions, act on those decisions and provide guidance and
direction
Work efficiently and be self-motivated

Qualifications for network implementation
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Daily responsibilities will include performing advanced problem resolution,
proactive audits and configuration of Mini Macro RAN equipment across
various platforms
The incumbent will also be responsible for performing element
hardware/software upgrades and configuration of certain IP elements in a live
production environment
The incumbent will also need to possess the ability to prioritize issues, deal
with multiple competing priorities, and remain focused in a fast paced work
environment
The ideal candidate will have in depth hands on knowledge of commissioning
and integration of LTE and CDMA equipment, a solid understanding of
acceptance test practices and be able to work effectively with various
organizations
A team player is a critical component of this position


